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What did you enjoy most about remote learning in January
2020, compared to March 2020?
I can see my teacher and am able to talk to her where just me and her can see it.
I get to see my teacher and my friends from school, I can understand the work I’m doing
better then my mam telling me.
More interaction to ask questions
Better now where you get taught by the teacher in a classroom environment and not on
oak national
Definitely the live lessons
The live lesson, being able to speak to the teacher directly.
I get to talk to my teacher and see my friends faces
Being led by teacher and teacher there to help explain if stuck.
That you can get more help
That we do live lessons and we can see our friends
I like the teacher explaining to the me what needs to be done and being available to
answer questions before I do my tasks.

What did you enjoy about the live lessons?
I enjoy answering questions and really participating. I like all of it.
I enjoy the fact that it’s as close as possible to school times
That it’s as normal as it can possible be at this moment in time
Enjoy seeing everyone on the teams group, having discussions about the work.
I enjoy how it is really easy to re watch the live on pre record
I like English
I enjoy seen friends and also just working on a Chrome book from school
enjoy that you can put up your hand and ask questions and speak to your teacher
I enjoy that the screen is shared and u can see the power point

What do you enjoy about remote learning?
Class dojo and been told by the teachers how well my work is.
Live lessons give me routine
I like doing assignments on teams, submitting work -I can type it all out .
Dojo points
Teachers have been brilliant, it is nice to know they are there to support us.
Fast response of teachers marking work.
I like spending more time on topic subjects.
I enjoy remote learning because although we are home we can still learn
X gets lot of support from her teacher- if she finds she getting stuck it’s good she can
msg or call so it’s like being in school
I like doing quizzes

Is there anything you can suggest on how to make remote learning
even better?!
No, I enjoy it the way it is at the moment.
No, none really things are great as they are
I think you are doing an amazing job in difficult circumstances.
No, I think it’s perfect

Have you anything else you would like to tell us about your remote
learning experience in 2021?
It’s just been weird but a fun experience.
Thank you to everyone who has helped me
Teachers have been brilliant, the timetable of activities is great and we have been
supported throughout
Teachers are amazing and so helpful
Much better than march 2020
Thankyou for all your hard work! You are working incredibly hard and deserve praise and
recognition.
My experience for 2021 remote learning has been great
Really enjoyed it so far, brilliant knowing we can stay safe at home and still complete
school work
Remote learning is a great way to learn and you can see your friends

